Student Comments
The following are responses from the SFWRENG/COMPSCI 2FA3 students when asked to
“comment on the course TAs”. There were three separate teaching TAs for the course. All
comments seen here are transposed exactly as they were written. No comments directed at
myself were removed. Comments which were explicitly meant for another TA were deleted.

Comments Explicitly Directed At Me
• Vince, again, is amazing!
• The TA is probably the only reason I will pass this course. Vince’s tutorials were
the flipping point on how much I actually understood of this course. THANK YOU
VINCE.
• Vincent was very helpful
• Vincent was great
• Vincent was a great TA for this course, and helped us really understand the majority
of the concepts with his explanation of the homework questions.
• The TA (Vincent) was amazing. I learned and solidified a lot of the concepts by going
to his tutorials.
• Vincent is an amazing TA. I really learned this course from him. Maybe should give
more exercises.
• Vincent was an amazing TA. Explained concept even better than the professor and
answered questions well.
• The TA, Vince I think, was great! I already put these comments in my 2C03 evaluation... Anyways, I went to all of the tutorials and few of the classes because the TA
was better at teaching the material than the professor.
• I am registered for T01, but I always went to Vince’s tutorial (T03). As I said for
SFWR ENG 2C03, I don’t think there is a TA out there that is even comparable to
Vince!
• vince was very goood
• Vince is a great TA, covers all the material the prof covers in lecture in a more succinct
manner.
• Vince the TA was great.
• Vincent is a great TA.
• Vincent, was a really good TA. Going to his tutorials really heled in understanding the
course material.
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• Vincent was great. Knowledgeable, prepared and approachable!
• Vincent., best TA i have had at Mcmaster University. Highly qualified and excels at
teaching and delivering the concepts across
• My tutorial TA vincent was an excellent TA. His tutorials, especially his review session,
truly helped me understand the course material.
• Vincent was good.
• I had Vincent as my TA. great guy

Ambiguous Comments
• Tas were fine.
• great TAs
• The Ta were good in tutorial component, but not effective in marking of midterm and
tutorial as it was super confusing to understand
• pretty boring ta’s who do the bare minimum
• TA was slightly lazy, and he skipped a lot of content that the professor wanted the TA
to cover. However, the TA answered all of my questions, so overall, I am happy with
the quality of the TAs.
• Good TA’s, very competent and professional in their teaching.
• the TA were great.
• good.
• TAs are good tho
• Excellent TA’s, tutorials helped throughout course material.
• He’s a good and adequate TA.
• Tutorial TA was good
• TA was good, covered the material in class with additional example which were helpful
• TA’s are amazing :)
• TA’s were helpful.
• Pretty useless.
• Good
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• TA’s were knowledgeable, helpful and friendly. They laid out information in a simple
and logical way. Concepts of the course were made easy to digest.
• TA’s for tutorials are good
• my TA(#REF!), in my opinion, was a Very good TA. he was Always prepared with
lessons and knew what he was talking about
• Goods TAs
• Good.
• The TA’s were always ready to answer in tutorial or by email, very impressed with
them.
• nothing particularly stood out.
• amazing
• Good
• Great TA!
• good
• TA’s taught course material in tutorials well, and always had homework grades and
feedback in a timely manner (By the next week)
• Very unfair marking scheme on the midterm and some of the homework assignments.
• meh
• Never met them.
• TA’s were helpful and most people only learned from them
• Great
• They are great TA’s. I always get my assignments back very quick and they explain
question very clearly.
• All TA’s were good at teaching
• They were good
• TA’s were helpful
• went to all 3 tutorial sections didnt have a preference over which t.a i prefered as each
one taught the material well.
• The TA’s saved my life
• Amazing TA’s, they were informative, funny at times and most of all EASY TO UNDERSTAND.
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